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ABSTRACT: Even if excavations with a regular rectangular or circular shape are more common, in some
cases deep excavations with an irregular shape in ground plane have to be realized. The case history of a 21 m
deep braced excavation in stiff clay, analyzed by field measurements, show a complex behaviour influenced by
'spatial earth pressure, excavationprocess, pre-stressing of single struts and temperature changes, whichare
caused by daily and seasonalair-temperature changes as well as by sunshine. The results and the collapse of a
similar excavation indicate that the reliable design of such excavations is a very sensitive task. Suggestions for
an improved design are presented considering the spatial and temperature effects in particular.

l INTRODUCTION

In most cases deep excavations have a uniform rec
tangular or circular shape in ground plan or are of
long stretch as for underground traffic lines. In these
cases plane strain or axis-symmetrical design- models
may be appropriate design tools. More seldom ex
cavations have an irregular shape like the case study
in stiff clay, that will be presented in more details in

this case history and the report about a very similar
excavation in Bangkok Clay, which collapsed totally
(Teparaksa et al. 1999), indicate that the behaviour of
braced excavations with irregular shape is determined
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Figure 2. Deep excavation with irregular shape in Frankfurt
Clay: initial pit for high-rise building MAIN TOWER.

by complex spatial interaction effects and by tem
perature effects so that the reliable design of such
excavations is a very sensitive and demanding task.

2 CASE STUDY OF A DEEP EXCAVATION
WITH IRREGULAR SHAPE IN STIFF CLAY

2.1 Project description

The high-rise building MAIN TOWER in Frankfurt/
Main - Germany was erected in a modified top/down
technique (Katzenbach & Moorrnann 1999). The
top/down period was preceded by the excavation of
a smaller initial pit shown in Figure 2 in which the
heavy -concrete core of the high-rise building was
erected conventionally in advance. This braced initialF' 1.P ` illtrati fthte teelb° . . _ .

‘glue erspectwe us on O e mporary S racing prt, that shall be analyzed rn detail, has rn ground plansystem, in front the circular part acting as compression ring.
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Figure 3. Ground plan and cross section of the steel bracing
system of the irregular shaped initial pit of the MAIN TOWER.

an irregular shape -_composed by a rectangular part
(dimensions 20 m X 32 m) and a circular part (r =
10.2 m) (Figs. 2, 3).`The maximum excavation depth
is 21 m referred to the original 'ground surface and
16 m referred to a temporary excavation level (Fig.
3).

2.2 Soil conditions

The soil conditions are mainly characterized by the
tertiary Frankfurt Clay (Fig. 3), a stiff to semisolid
slightly overconsolidated clay of high plasticity in
which sand and limestone layers are irregularly em
bedded. The groundwater level, that was originally
6.5 m below ground surface, was lowered in the en
tire pit during excavation of the initial pit.

2.3 Temporary bracing system

The initial pit was secured by a timbering, partly by
a shotcrete lining, and was braced by a spatial steel
made strut system with 4 layers (Fig. 3). The circular

part was designed as 'compression ring connected by a
diagonal strut (ST 4). In each layer two struts were

pre-stressed. Very heavy steel made profiles with up
to 80 mm thick flanges (e.g. HD 400x687) were used
for the struts. The vertical retaining columns were
embedded in foundation piles and concreted feet.

Teparaksa et al. (1999) presented a very similar'
excavation in soft to stiff Bangkok'Clay, which col
lapsed totally. To prevent such a disaster the excava_
tion considered in this paper was continuously 0b_
served by an automatic survey system measuring
every 5 minutes 20 strut loads and temperatures at
40 places within the bracing system (Fig. 3). The wall
movements were measured by inclinometers.

3 STRUT FORCES IN DEPENDENCY OF
EXCAVATION PROGRESS

The measured strut loads show a complex spatial in
teraction influenced by different factors like spatial
earth pressure, excavation process, pre-stressing of
single struts 'and temperature changes, which alsod _
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Figure 4. Evolution of the measured strut loads of strut ST 1 in
the lst to 4th layer with the excavation and construction pro
gress in the initial pit.
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Figure 5. Measured strut loads in the 3rd strut layer depending temperature l°C1 temperature °n Summa °fS*°°'S1"~11<1'T1°°11=11°11on excavation progress. T5
influence each other. The initial pit was excavated in
5 steps each followed by the overnight-installation
of the next strut layer. After the raft had been con
creted the strut layers. were stepwise rebuilt from the
4th to the lst layer. Figure 4 shows the measured
suut loads for strut ST1 (Fig. 3) in dependency of the
construction progress and overlapped by the influ
ence of temperature changes. Two aspects should be
pointed out: After reaching a constant excavation
bottom the strut loads in -the -layer above still in
crease during a period of ca. 3 weeks (e.g. ST1-4 in
Fig. 4). Secondly the maximum strut loads are usu
ally measured in the end period after rebuilding of
the strut beneath (e.g. ST1-2).

The strut loads of a single layer are mainly influ
enced by the spatial layout of the stmt system and by
the pre-stressing of single struts whereby the pre
stressed strut loads often rapidly decreased after the
pre-stressing due to the time-dependant deformation
of the stiff clay (Fig. 5).

The inclinometers indicate horizontal wall dis
placements S 1.0-2.0 cm (Moorrnann 2001).
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Figure 7. Comparison of measured strut loads and temperature
in the load cell and on the surface of the‘steel st1'ut ST1-1 in the

lst layer (gauges D5-1, H5-1 and T5-1).

The deviation between measured and calculated
strut ‘loads was remarkably high as the comparison of
the maximum strut loads in Figure 6 shows. For the
prediction a vertically plane model was used to cal
culate the earth pressure acting on each layer. Then
separate horizontally plane models were used to cal
culate the strut forces within each layer. The influ
ence of temperature was considered by a constant
temperature change of AT = 20 K within each layer.
The main reasons for the deviation shown in Fig
ure 6 are: (1) the pre-stressing of only single struts
caused a relief of other struts, (2) the spatial behav
iour of the bracing system was neglected and (3) the
underestimation of the temperature effects.
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4 EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON STRUT
LOADS

The strut loads are affected by daily and seasonal
air-temperature changes as well as by sunshine. To
identify the influence of '_ sunshine each strut ob
served was instrumented with two temperature
gauges:
(1) one gauge was incorporated in the load cell at the
end of a strut (’thermistor'). The thermistor is a tem
perature-dependant resistance of limited sensibility.
(2) The other temperature sensor was fixed in the
middle of the strut on its upper surface (Fig. 3). As
sensor here a 'PT 100-gauge’ was used, what is a
high-quality platinum-resistance thermometer. Fixed
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Figure 9. Changes of the strut loads AN depending on the
change of temperature AT (strut ST1 in the lst to 4th layer cal
culated for period May 27th until July 7th 1997).
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Figure 10. Development of the strut loads in the strut ST 4-2
depending on the temperature (June 22nd).

on the top surface of the struts, the PT 100-gauges
measured the influence of air temperature and sun
shine.

Figure 7 compares for strut ST1-1 of the lst layer
the strut load with the measured temperature. During
the observation period (5 months) the temperatures
measured on the surface of the steel strut change be
tween the minimum +2°C in April and the maximum
+45°C in August (AT = 43 K) and during 24 hours
by AT = 30 K at maximum whereas the temperatures
measured in the load cell change only by max.
AT = 15 K during a day.

Figure 8 shows that even the shadow of an adja
cent high-rise building lead to a significant tempo
rarily change of temperature and strut loads in the
bracing system. Relevant for the strut load is the
temperature measured on the surface of a strut and
not in the load cell at one end of a strut. The increase

of the temperature by AT = 21 K between the
mum at 6:00 a.m. and the maximum at 6:00 p.m.
causes an increase of the strut load by 60% (Fig. 8).
Similar values were measured by Batten et al. (1996)
in London Clay as well as by NGI (l962a,b), Weilien
bach (1991) or Romberg & Katzenbach (1986). .

Due to an inhomogeneous temperature field in
side the excavation the dependency of the change of
the strut load AN on the change of the temperature
AT is non-linear but reversible (Fig. 10). But the
analysis of the AN (AT)-values during a longer period
(=6 weeks, 4.800 values per strut) of constant excava
tion level proofs that in consequence the relationship
is linear (Fig. 9), apart liom the strut in the 4th layer,
which in the beginning is influenced by the time
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Figure ll. Static system of
the improved calculation model in a plane perspective.

depending increase of the strut load immediately af
ter final excavation (Fig. 4).

A simple approach to calculate the strut loads AN
affected by. a temperature change is

AN=f-f-OLT-AT~EA (1)
with oc-f = material-dependant temperature' coeffi
cient and EA = axial stiffness of the struts. The fac

tor fT can vary between fT = 0 (unhindered`lengthen
ing) and fT = 1 (undeformable 'retaining walls, totally
hindered lengthening). WeiBenbach (1992, 1993)
proposed values of fT = 0.15 for soldier pile walls
and fT = 0.25-0.35 for diaphragm and secant pile
walls. Similar empirical approaches were also dis
cussed by _Chapman et al. (1972) and Endo & Kawa
saki (1963) but in summary there are only few stud
ies on thermal stresses acting on strut systems.

Here the linear dependency found in Figure 9:

mr =ANf Mi  <2>
is used to determine,empirically_ the fr-values for a
soldier pile wall in Frankfurt Clay:

_ mr _fT,--Q ri <3>
to f-f = 0.01-0.31, in average to fT = 0.16. The fr
values increase with the stress level of a strut. For that

reason it is proposed to use ff = 0.20-0.30 to calculate
the strut loads effected by temperature for a deep ex
cavation with a soldier pile wall in stiff clay.

5 HVIPROVED SPATIAL DESIGN MODEL

The original design strategy to use vertically plane
models to determine the earth presstu°e load and sepa
rate horizontally plane models to calculate the strut
loads in each strut layer didn’t proof as a reliable
tool to predict the strut loads (Fig. 6). Based on this

experience a new improved spatial design model was
developed. The entire bracing system as well as the
vertical retaining columns and the foundation piles
are modeled as spatial structure existing of bars. Fig
ure 12 visualizes the complete new design model us
ing a CAD-interface tool. Besides the expansion to a
spatial model the discretization of the system was re
fined incorporating now also the horizontal walling
beams, the intermediate elements and the timbering
(Fig. ll). The horizontal bedding of the soil was ide
alized by elastic springs. The complex excavation
progress process was simulated by a step-by-step
analysis simulating also the installation, pre
stressing and removing of the struts realistically.
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Figure 12. Improved calculation model with retaining columns
embedded in foundation piles and concreted feet.

Following similar approaches by Boone- & Craw
ford (2000a,b) and Winter (1983) the spatial model
was calibrated by the simulation of the load cases
'temperature' and 'pre-stressingf For this purpose
the temperature changes AT measured at different
moments at 40 places in the excavation were im
posed to the static system and the magnitude of the
bedding varied in order to find an agreement with
the measured changes of strut loads AN. In this way
the horizontal bedding of a soldier pile wall in stiff
Frankfurt Clay was recalculated to

is = 18,9 MN/m3. (4)
Following the assumption, that the earth pressure is
mainly transferred by the vertical retaining columns,
the horizontal bulk modulus can be identified on the
basis of the continual measurements and the back
analysis in agreement to earlier experiences to

ESA, = 42 MN/m2. (5)
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Figure 13. Measurenient vs. back-analysis with improved
model: max. strut load in the bracing system of the initial pit.

Finally in comparison to the prediction (Fig. 6) a clear
improved calculation ofthe strut loads was achieved
by the spatial model (Fig. 13).

6 CONCLUSIONS

By theldetailed analysis -of field measurements at a
21 m deep braced excavation with an irregular shape
in stiff Frankfurt Clay and by additional_ analytical
investigations the following main results are gained:
0 The strut loads are in a complex manner influ

enced by spatial earth pressure (Moormann &
Katzenbach 2002), the construction progress and
effects of temperature and pre-stressing.;

0 The maximum strut loads were measured in the pe
riod of rebuilding the strut layers beneath.

0 Due to viscoplastic soil behaviour strut loads in
creased after reaching a constant excavation level
and pre-stressed strut loads often rapidly de
creased. ._

0 As relevant influence parameter for a steel brac
ing system the temperature effects are identified.
The change of air temperature and local sunshine
may cause daily`a change of up to 100% of the
average strut load.

0 The effects of temperature have to be correctly
considered by designing steel made bracing sys
tems, If the struts have no insulation a temperature
change of AT = 50 K for the period spring to sum
mer is realistic for Westem Europe.

0 Due to local shadows the temperature field is also
horizontally inhomogeneous within each strut
layer. Here AT = 15 K was measured. This should
be considered by designing bracing systems.

0 A proposal is presented for calculating the tem
perature influenced changes of the strut loads
AN(AT) (Eq. 1). For soldier pile walls in stiff clay
the value fT is identified to be fT = 0.20-0.30.

0 The reliable design of excavations with irregular
shape and a spatial bracing system remains to be a
very sensitive and demanding task. Precondition
for a safe and economic design is a spatial design

model and .the correct consideration of the effects
of temperature and pre-stressing. In such cases an
indisputable part of the design concept should be 5
consequent application of the observational
method.
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